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| We transform your dreams into reality

Prepare to discover one of the places

Into its walls breathe elegance,

of Alicante province with a lot of

history, tradition and luxury

charm.
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the current present.
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Casa Benigalip

—
Located in the heart of the Marina Alta región, Casa Benigalip is
more than a old XVIII century country house, is a unique space
with more than 50.000 square meters where there are a perfect
combination between the far past and the current present, the
traditional architecture with the most avant-garde elements or the
typical cuisine with the new cuisine technologies. Casa Benigalip
is much more than a environment, Into its walls breathe elegance,
history, tradition and luxury, it´s a unique experience thanks to a
design hotel a wonderful gardens and infinite spaces to lose oneself.
Prepare to discover one of the places of Alicante province with a lot
of charm

—
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A place with a lot of history

—

The first historic testimony of Casa Benigalip has its
origins into the Roman Empire (III BC century) where a romanic villa occupied the current space. We
have found ruins of ceramic materials that prove it.

book “Libro de Reparto” where the King Jaume
I awarded in 1258 the villa of Benigalip with the
lands to fifteen Christian settlers for its agricultural
exploitation.

This villa and other near to Casa Benigalip used a
new form to work the agricultural fields, where
the people who worked applied the technological
advances availables at that time, with an eficient
location of the spaces and the concentration of
the people.

After the reconquest (XIII AC Century), the villa
lost its importance due to entry into the municipality of Pego town as rural departure.
During the first decades of the XX century, the villa
was occupied by four families that look after and
Exploitation of the lands. After that, the villa was
not used and the environment was damaged.

All life revolved around Casa Benigalip, where the
Olive cultivation was the engine of the economy at
this part of the Roman Empire.
In 2005 started the renewing of all the villa and the
spot, expanding the lands to create a unique and
Later the villa was abandoned at the end of the
exclusive place.
III BC Century, to reappear 900 years later at the
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7 functional spaces
2 for servicies
Infinite possibilities
—
The complex Casa Benigalip is divided mainly into 7 functional spaces and
2 for services. The most important is the Hotel Casa Benigalip, around it the
visitor can find the two big gardens (Olive Trees Garden & Main Garden).
Near to last one, there are a multifunctional space named Albero & Stone,
this place that is in front of the big Outdoor Pergola. Other available spaces
are the chillout, the parking, the farm or the agricultural lands.
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Seven spaces has been created to transform your dreams into events, because we understand
that on special days everything must to be perfect and as your wish, this is the reason why at
Casa Benigalip has been all designed to give you the best moment.

—
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Ground Floor
—
At the moment that the visitor cross the entry door, will find thick walls made of Stone, wood beams,
traditional tools, fireplace, all mixed with an avant-garde furniture, an elegant decoration and the last
technological items.
A Little Christian Chapel, two homely lounges and a design kitchen are located at the ground floor of
the building, a perfect place for a meeting to think about the activities to develope around, have an
excellent evening or simply, relax reading a good book.

01_

02_

03_
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04_
The dinning room. The perfect place for
lunch or dinner, have a meeting or spend
the time with the family and Friends

Hotel _ Upper Floors
—

One hotel room must
not be only a place
where sleep it must be
a second residence, a
second home
—

06_
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One time you up to the first or
second floor of the building, the
visitor may choose between the 8
rooms availables at the hotel, from
the most simple to the suits with
jacuzzi.
Rest, tranquility and harmony with
the environment. Are the three
main principles at the policy of
total quality that Casa Benigalip
has.
One hotel room must not be only
a place where sleep it must be a
second residence a second home.
For this reason, we have invested
for the excellent confort, an
exquisite decoration and all the
necessary ítems that make your
stay with us, be unreapetable.

05_
07_
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Main Garden
—

01_
Dream nights in front of
centenery Mulberry Trees
—
Main Garden is located at West of the
Hotel Casa Benigalip. It´s the most
important garden of the complex,
where a Green big floor is chaired by
centenary mulberry trees.
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This is one of the most multifunctional
spaces at the complex due this area
can be used for all kind of outdoor
events, like weddings, family
celebrations or corporate acts.

The perfect place for
your outdoor events.
—

Events Area
Metres2: 5000
Number of diners: 450 pax
Number of persons at cocktaill: 1000 pax

Cocktail area
Metres2: 472
Number of persons at cocktaill: 350
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Olive Trees Garden
—
One of the first uses of Casa Benigalip
as a Romanic Villa at III BC Century,
was the cultivation of the olive and the
manufacturing of the olive oil. For this
reason, the Olive Trees Garden is one of
the most old area into the complex.

Located at the main entry, in front of
the Hotel Casa Benigalip, this space can
be used for the placement of inflatable
castles, traditional games and other uses
for children. This space can be used for
outdoor Corporate events of big size.

Metres2: 8000
Number of diners: 850 pax
Number of persons at cocktail: 2000 pax
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The best place to
locate inflatable
castles, traditional
games and other
uses for children.
—

01_
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Outdoor Pergola
—

A big capacity covered area
with glass walls intended
for the celebration of all
kind of indoor events.
—

The Outdoor Pergola is located at
This area can save one event in case
west of the Hotel Casa Benigalip and
of bad weather due it can be moved
near to the main garden. It´s a big
into this space.
capacity covered area with glass walls
with intended for the celebration of
all kind of indoor events, family or
corporate events.
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Metres2: 650
Number of diners: 350 pax
Number of persons at cocktail: 700 pax
Equipments: Catering area and bathrooms

01_
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Albero & Stone
—

Albero and stone is one of the most charming places at the
complex, there is a flat area with a big stones around that can
be used as a tables for wellcome cocktel times or, even, casual
dinners standing.
Located at north of the Hotel Casa Benigalip in front of the
main garden, this is the perfect outdoor area to enjoy of the
outdoor of the complex and develope there part of your family
or corporate event.
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The place where your
cocktail starts to be special.

—

01_

History, tradition and one of
the most charming places at
the complex.

—
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Indoor Patio
—

01_

Located at back of the Hotel Casa Benigalip, this Surface of 300 square
meters with teka floor, is surrounded by high Stone walls. This is the
perfect place to relax and enjoy of the tranquility of the environment.

Parking
—

02_
Located at east of the main
entry, this area of 10.000 square
meters can allow more than 300
cars and 10 big bus. Its very near
to the main entry.
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Chapel
—

03_

Farm
—

This Little Christian sanctuary is located at
the main facade of the house, in the left side.
It was constructed at XIX Century to pray on
sundays and can be used for all kind of Christian
intimately celebrations.

04_

Located at south of the complex, a
small selection of animals live at this
area. The kids will enjoy of this space
where they may learn about the
animal world.
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Our events
Weddings
—

Say “Yes I want to marry with you” is probably, one
of the most important moments in your live. At Casa
Benigalip we offer all our complex to the couples to
make this event special and wonderful.

Celebrations
—

We are ready to develop all kind of family events
as Christenings, Christian communions or special
events, the human team of Casa Benigalip will
advise you and will help you to get that everything
be perfect.

Corporation
—

We can develope big and small corporate events
at Casa Benigalip. Our extensive complex can allow
from an small meeting of the board of directors
to the worldwide introduction for products to the
press.
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Weddings
—

The complex Casa Benigalip offers the possibility to develop a full
wedding into its installations, without need of go outside.
Casa Benigalip has all the necessary equipment for it, starting with a
hotel where your family can be hosted this day, a little chapel for a
Christian ceremony or different charm places at its gardens for a civil
ceremony.
We have different areas for the welcome cocktail, the dinner or lunch
and others to make the party with your friends.
Each couple is different, each wedding is different, for this reason
at Casa Benigalip work hard with you to offer a big quantity of
possibilities and help you to define the best option. We have 15 typical
standard distributions for wedding events but we are full opened to
walk with you around our complex to find new places and adapt it to
make your wedding, unique.
We cannot forget the large list of suppliers of all kind of related
services for your event, from the best catering company, the best
flowers or the kids animation.
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Each couple is different,
each wedding is
different, but in Casa
Benigalip, your wedding
will be unique.
—

Celebrations
—
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Christening: The coming of a new member of the family is moment of big
happiness that need a celebration. Both if you want an intimate event or
bigger celebration, Casa Benigalip offers to you the possibility to develop
into its complex.
Christian communion: Take the Sacrament of the Eucharist is one of the
most important moments of the Christian Faith. The kids wait for it with big
illusion and develop the event at our complex, will full us of pride.
Other events: The family and its happiness must be a priority in our lives.
For this reason, be together to celebrate important moments is necessary.
The complex of Casa Benigalip has been specially designed for it and we can
help you to your event, be perfect.

01_

02_
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Corporate
—

Casa Benigalip
Centuries of history mixed with the avant-garde
hosting all the amenities that you need for your
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company and your business

Introduce a new
product or spend a
weekend with the
board of directors.
At our installations
grow business.
—
Go outside of the office and enter into a relaxed and
natural environment all people like, including employers
and clients. For this reason, develop a corporate event at
our installations, is the key of the successful to improve
the corporate relationships.
We are ready to develop a big annual meeting with a
big infrastructure or a little weekend meeting of the
board of directors for the introduction of the annual
objectives.
We can adapt to the needs of your company and help to
the Marketing Director with the organization thanks to
our large list of suppliers of all kind of services.
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www.casabenigalip.es
Tel. +34 696 446 940
info@casabenigalip.es
Facebook.com/casabenigalip
Youtube.com/user/casabenigalip
@casabenigalip

